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For ages 12 and Up 

• The Legend of Tarik DB044203 

o As a young boy, Tarik witnesses his family murdered by an evil warrior known as El Muerte. Tarik vows 

revenges, but knows he’ll need help to avenge his family.  

• Slam! DB049501 

o Greg “Slam” Harris transfers to a magnet high school in the Bronx from Harlem and feels pressure from 

multiple sources when people have high expectations of him and he discovers his best friend is dealing 

drugs. 

• Motown and Didi: A Love Story DB028677 

o Motown, a Harlem street kid, and Didi, a young woman who dreams of going away to college, meet 

when Moto rescues Didi from an attack. Didi’s brother is a heroin addict and in an attempt to save him 

she goes to the police, but Touchy, the pusher who controls Harlem is out to get her. 

• Somewhere in the Darkness DB036958 

o In an attempt to clear his name and win his son’s respect, Crab escapes from prison and finds his son 

Jimmy. The two drive to head for Crab’s hometown in Arkansas as the police close in on them and 

Jimmy sees the failure of his father’s dreams. 

• The Greatest: Muhammad Ali DB052748 

o Focuses his Olympic triumph, his transformation from the young Cassius Clay into Muhammad Ali, his 

principles, and fight against racial injustice. 

• Handbook for Boys DB054621 

o Sixteen-year-old Jimmy Lynch, on probation for assault, is mentored by three senior citizens in a Harlem 

barbershop. Over time Jimmy absorbs their advice on choices and responsibility. 

• Mojo and the Russians DB013352 

o Fast-moving story about a gang of kids in Harlem who get mixed up with black magic and Russian spies. 

• Autobiography of My Dead Brother BR016294 

o Childhood friends Jess and Rise are growing apart. Jesse has an interest in art, and Rise feels pressured 

to be cool and turns to the Harlem streets. Their neighborhood social group becomes a gang and 

violence intensifies in the community. 

• Antarctica: Journeys to the South Pole DB060370 

o Discusses the experiences of exploration of the icy continent from James Cook’s voyage in 1772 to the 

expeditions of Robert Falcon Scott, Ernest Shackleton, and Roald Amundsen in the 1900s. 

• Crystal DB027909 

o 16-year-old Crystal Brown is a top fashion model on the brink of becoming a movie star. However, she is 

close to failing high school, losing her youth, innocence and her integrity by her mother who wants her 

to succeed at any cost. 

For Ages 10 and Older 

• Amistad: A Long Road to Freedom DB046426 

o Tells the story of a group of Africans who seized control of a slave transport ship that brought them to 

the United States in 1839. Describes their lives prior to capture in their homeland and hopes of 

returning, and the struggle that took them to the Supreme Court. 

• The Glory Field DB040028 

https://webopac.klas.com/nc1aopac/title/summary.jsf?id=222494895.8332
https://webopac.klas.com/nc1aopac/title/summary.jsf?id=246833343.8332
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o Follows the two-hundred-fifty-year history of a family through the lives of six teenagers. It begins in 

1753 with Muhammad Bilal is brought to Curry Island as a slave and ends with Malcolm in 1994 as each 

generation does their part to sustain the eight acres of land the family calls the Glory Field. 

• The Dream Bearer BR015173 

o 12-year-old David seeks refuge from his mentally unstable father and unruly teenage brother. His best 

friend, Loren, meet an elderly eccentric, Moses Littlejohn, who becomes their mentor with stories about 

his vision. 

• Checkmate: The Cruisers DB074230 

o Assistant principal Mr. Culpepper asks Zander to find out if gifted student and chess champion Sidney 

Aronofsky has a drug problem. 

• Malcolm X: By Any Means Necessary DB036735 

o This controversial man challenged and criticized the nonviolence during the civil rights movement and 

scared America with his extremist philosophy. 

• At Her Majesty’s Request: An African Princess in Victorian England DB048916 

o An African princess is about to be sacrificed for a ritual in 1850 when she is saved by Commander Forbes 

and taken to England. When she is presented to Queen Victoria as Sarah Forbes Bonetta, the queen 

becomes her protector and godmother to her first child.   
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